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Abstract—Understanding existing pieces of software is a chal-
lenge faced by many software developers regardless of their expe-
rience. This project researches into existing reverse engineering
tools used for code comprehension and identifies the limitations
of the current approaches. Furthermore, a prototype implemen-
tation was developed to extract design models from available
source code in order to achieve better program comprehension.
The design and implementation of the model extraction tool were
defined, with a focus on Java systems and an agile methodology.
This tool was realised by extending the existing open source
diagrammatic software, UMLet, with a set of features to aid in
code comprehension. Finally, the prototype implementation was
evaluated against the related tools in the field as well as by a
group of professional experts.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to comprehend existing codebases is a skill
required by software engineers of all levels. However, un-
derstanding another developer’s software is a difficult task
that adds a large amount of overhead when modifying and
extending legacy applications. There are often a wide range of
dependencies riddled throughout the codebase, and analysing
these by reading through multiple source files and lines of
code is extremely inefficient. Reverse Engineering [1] is the
process of analysing existing software to create representations
of the system at a higher level of abstraction. It is an important
technique in the software development process, especially
during maintenance, refactoring, upgrading, etc.

The aim of this project is to develop a prototype tool for
extracting design models from program source code in order to
gain better code comprehension. It enables software developers
to obtain a much clear understanding of an existing piece of
software that they are required to work with. The educational
uses of the tool can provide consideration in the design
and implementation process [2], [3]. Hence, the objective of
the tool is to create a high level overview of the software
architecture design, from an existing system, to encapsulate
the design patterns used and the flow of control passing
through the software [4]. This can be achieved by analysing
the state-of-art problem space through research into existing
comprehension strategies, tools and the languages used. The
initial research can be utilised to identify any potential features
that should be included in the development of the proposed
tool, or any current limitations with the existing solutions to

the code comprehension problem. Finally, the developed tool
should be evaluated for effectiveness by comparing against the
goals of the project but also against competing tools.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
reviews the existing code comprehension strategies and tools.
In Section 3, we present the design and implementation of
the proposed extension to UMLet. Section 4 evaluates the
prototype system by comparisons to related tools as well as
feedback from professional reviews. In Section 5, we present
the conclusion and outline the future work.

II. COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES AND TOOLS

The high level artefacts of a software system are usually
documented by either notational descriptions or diagrammatic
models. Our research began by exploring what code compre-
hension strategies and tools were currently available.

A. Code Comprehension

The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a modelling
language made specifically for software engineering. The
motivation behind its creation was to create a standard across
the industry for visualising the design of a system [5]. UML
has an international standard specified by the Object Man-
agement Group (OMG) as ISO standard (ISO/IEC 19501). It
is primarily based around the use of diagrams which are split
into two core types, i.e., Structural and Behavioural. Structural
diagrams are best used to explain the static architecture of a
system and how its components are linked [6]. Behavioural
diagrams, however, are focused on the functionality of a sys-
tem and explain its operation and workflow. Both of these are
crucial for gaining an understanding of a software application.

The Control Flow Graph (CFG)[7] is an alternate strategy
to display the flow of control in a system in comparison to
UML’s behavioural tactics. All paths that an application will
pass through during its execution are recorded on a node
diagram. This diagram will then represent how sections of
code are linked during execution along with the dependencies
they have on each other. While this is helpful for gaining an
understanding of how the system operates, it also offers the
benefits of locating code which is not used during execution.
This provides the added benefit of not only extending the
system, but also modifying the existing code to improve its



testability and maintainability[8]. CFGs also introduce the
idea of cyclomatic complexity, which describes the number of
independent paths the system execution follows. This is more
beneficial when modifying code, as it is a way of quantifying
the quality of a built system, where minimising the code
complexity can lead to improved readability and structure.

Code Metrics [9] are a set of measures which aim to give
developers more clarity over their code. Some of these metrics
are, the maintainability index, cyclomatic complexity, depth
of inheritance, class coupling and lines of code. There has
been some debate in the software community as to whether
analysing code using metrics actually provide any value to
developers. However they continue to be used by leading
organisations such as NASA [10].

B. Existing Tools

In order to assess the usability of these comprehension
strategies, an evaluation was conducted on the existing reverse
engineering tools available. The goal of this research was to
find both the benefits and the downfalls of these technologies
in hope to either extend one or use this information for the
development of a new application. Our investigation covered
primarily the following five applications.

JArchitect is a very expansive and complex reverse engineer-
ing tool. It provides over 80 code analysing metrics ranging
from counts of types, lines or comments, to calculating method
complexities or producing dependency management graphs.
This software is aimed at the company-level projects, requiring
a deep understanding of code analysis and has a high barrier
of learning which can make it difficult for beginners to use.
JArchitect is a paid application, so extending the source code
is not a viable option, and this is also seen as another barrier
to entry for the use of this software. In addition, JArchitect
has a lack of focus towards UML.

eUML2 was another tool reviewed during research. The
basis for eUML2 is to provide an Eclipse (A common Inte-
grated Development Environment used for Java) Plugin which
provides the ability to both create UML diagrams and have
them generated from existing code. This is an ideal solution
that fits with our intended scope. However, there are some core
issues. The installation and use of eUML2 is a frustrating and
often futile endeavour. We encountered our own use issues,
along with countless other calls for support in online forums.
eUML2 is also very invasive software, that will add a large
amount of unnecessary commenting to support its parsing
algorithms. From our own testing, this commenting resulted
in the failure in compilation of our previously functioning
codebase. For full application features, a payment is also
required.

ArgoUML is built on the same basis as eUML2, looking
to provide the generation of UML class diagrams. Its usage
was clear and straightforward when generating a diagram for
a class. The diagram created also had clearly defined models
in line with UML standards which is an important ideal to
keep. Ideally, however, to understand a full system this should
be applicable at a package level which was not the case with

ArgoUML. It also featured heavy text based tags implemented
within the diagram. These often obstructed the view, making
it difficult to analyse the overall structure of the diagram.
ArgoUML is a free, open-source project which should prove
useful in utilising its benefits in our own project.

Class Visualiser, another reverse engineering tool, provided
various great features for code comprehension. The generation
of UML notated class diagrams was very simple, and each
section of the model could be selected for further breakdown.
This should be a key function in any reverse engineering
tool as it allows details to be encapsulated, keeping the high-
level diagram in a readable state. A major issue with Class
Visualiser is a diagram can only be generated from one class
at a time and hence will only show one degree of connection,
rather than the system as a whole.

UMLet[11] is a very simply designed tool, with both a
standalone and Eclipse plugin format. It is almost a polar
opposite of JArchitect, providing a bare bones framework for
implementing the core features of UML. We have experience
in the use of UMLet through our Software Engineering
courses, and it is a great introductory tool into the design of
software architecture, providing the necessary tools to create
your own software model. UMLet lacks some of the other
crucial aspects found in other reverse engineering tools, with
the main one being the automatic generation of design models
based on existing code. This is vital when developing a system
based on UML as it should primarily be used as a way of code
comprehension. Instead, UMLet has been developed primarily
as a design tool, allowing users to manually generate their own
diagrams.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Design Decisions

Research has shown that UML was the most commonly used
design model, despite its usage measuring 7.6% against 76.2%
for no model at all. Furthermore, while Java is one of the most
widely used languages (49%) along with C# (56%) and C++
(45%), only 7.1% of Java programmers use design models[12].
As mentioned earlier, those results can be attributed to the lack
of training as well as the obstacles posed by complicated tools.

Our initial research on code comprehension has revealed
the limitations of current systems, and led to the identification
of key objectives of the proposed tool. We are planning to
develop an application that will provide code comprehension
features for an existing Java artefact with a focus on simplicity.
The proposed reverse engineering tool should ideally present
a majority of the information with diagrams and should make
use of the UML framework. Along with these features, the tool
should be developed with an open-source approach. A decision
was made to focus on extending the already implemented
software, UMLet [13].

UMLet fits the criteria for the project well. It is devel-
oped using Java, and targeted at the comprehension of Java
systems. UMLet is completely open source and on a freely
available plan, therefore, its functionalities are much easy to
be extended. It also exists as both a standalone client, and an



Eclipse plugin which provides a lot of flexibility for extension,
development and ease of use. UMLet is already used for edu-
cational reasons, gaining experience with it ourselves through
a software engineering course. This is because of its simplistic
design, while still offering the capabilities to create high-level
UML structures to explain code structure. This makes UMLet
ideal for an introductory code comprehension tool.

While UMLet has a lot of base features for code com-
prehension, it is all based around the aspect of designing a
system, not understanding one. In doing so, it relies solely
on the manual development of diagrams by users. We aim to
modify UMLet into a reverse engineering tool which can be
used for increasing the users’ code comprehension of their
input source code. Utilising UMLet’s source code of rich
UML design, we incorporate the automatic generation of UML
features from existing Java systems, rather than the current
user-driven construction. Also to consider is the addition of
other code comprehension strategies such as the control flow
graph or varying code metrics. These additional strategies will
be useful but it is important to maintain the simplicity of the
software as to not overwhelm potential users.

The extension to UMLet was done using an agile method-
ology. This is due to extending software being an iterative
process, as multiple features being developed leads to an
incremental development. It will also allow features to be
revisited and improved after new constraints or solutions
have been discovered during further implementation. The
tool was extended for both the standalone product and the
Eclipse plugin version of UMLet as the code used was very
similar. The intended design is to have the core UML features
be automatically generated from existing source code, using
UMLets existing UML diagram drawing features. The diagram
representations in UMLets currently use the ‘.uxf’ format. As
UML can be broken down into various parts, each feature
will be focussed on independently. The initial focus is on
the generation of Class Diagrams, being the best understood
sector of UML. We will also add functionalities to increase the
simplicity of the diagram interface and establish a link to the
source code being analysed. Code metrics are also in scope
for this project, and will be further explored and implemented
following the completion of the automatic generation of the
class diagram. This will be followed by the implementation
of a behavioural structure, most likely a Sequence or Activity
Diagram with evidence showing this combined with Class
Diagrams improves code comprehension [14].

B. Key Features Implemented

The following gives a brief summary of the key features
implemented in the prototype.

Automatic Generation – UMLet does currently offer a very
primitive form of class diagram generation, but requires heavy
modification. The current system will only generate an image
of each class, with its methods and fields, then lay them out
next to each other without any of the defining dependency
features that UML offers. Upon breaking down the source code
it was discovered that the file handling system is already in

place and can be reused for updating the model generation. In
order to have a fully functioning class diagram generator, there
are two key phases, i.e., further parsing of files is required to
locate the dependencies between classes and then structuring
them into the diagram.

We have decided to focus specifically on inheritance and
interface relationships with regards to the class diagram gen-
erated. This is because they are the essential components
required for a user to get an overview of the structure of the
system being analysed, without involving the more compli-
cated intricacies involved in UML. These relationships were
found by utilising the Java source code, and more specifically
the Javaparser library. We utilised the CompilationUnit class,
which represents the top level node of the Abstract Syntax
Tree that is used to represent the contents within the Java
source file being parsed. This allowed us to scan the file for
its TypeDeclaration nodes, and in particular, the TypeOrInter-
faceDeclaration nodes. From these, we could establish the list
of interfaces that were implemented by this class, along with
its inheritance structure.

We developed our structure algorithm for diagram genera-
tion , using the concept of inheritance layers and clusters. Each
diagram element (which represents a class) was first sorted into
an inheritance layer, with the top layer containing all classes
with no superclass. The classes which extended those classes
in the top layer, were then placed on the layer below. This was
repeated until all elements had been assigned a layer. Elements
were then sorted into clusters on a layer by layer basis, starting
from the bottom layer. A cluster contains all classes which
share the same direct superclass, on the layer above. Grouping
these elements together allowed them to be evenly separated to
ensure a readable diagram could be generated. These separated
positions were stored as relative to their parent element, and
this process was continued for all elements in the diagram. As
the top inheritance layer has no shared superclass, an invisible
node was generated at position (0,0), which was utilised
as a mock superclass to determine the top layer elements
relative positions. After all elements had a relative position
generated, they were looped through and drawn in a breadth
first approach. This overall algorithm allowed us to generate
a clean diagram with no overlapping elements, and minimal
line collisions, which included all inheritance and interface
relations within the source files analysed. Figure 1 illustrates
the UML class digram generated by our tool directly from
Java source code with the dependency relationships identified
among the classes.

Diagram Customisation – We felt that while adding these
relationships helped to clarify users on the structure of the
code, adding a more customisable experience would simplify
the understanding of the diagram. To do this, we have imple-
mented a core feature of showing and hiding elements. This
can be accessed by right clicking any element, and using the
drop down menu to select show or hide. This provides quick
and easy access to the ability to show or hide a combination of
either fields, methods or the responsibilities of each individual
class. This allows users to hide information that is not currently



Fig. 1. UML Class Diagram Generated by the Tool

required, at runtime, making it easier to comprehend the
information in the diagram which is of greatest importance.
This feature also works on multiple elements simultaneously
to be rapidly adjusted to user’s needs. For example, if a user
is studying the overall structure of the codebase, rather than
individual classes, they could select all elements and hide all
of their individual fields, methods and responsibilities. This
will hide all of the unwanted text in the diagram allowing
relationships to be easily identified and understood.

Class Information Panel – While hiding certain informa-
tion can be useful, we also understand that at times it is
important to gain an in-depth perspective on individual classes.
In order to cater to this aspect of code comprehension, we have
developed an information panel to accompany the diagram
being generated. This information panel sits to the side of
the diagram, to prevent obfuscation of the diagram elements.
When an element is selected, the panel will be updated with
two core sets of information. Figure 2 illustrates the class
information panel generated by our tool from Java source code.

Fig. 2. Class Information Panel

The first of these is a representation of the Javadoc within
the class. This Javadoc will give a brief explanation of the

class and its uses, while providing more information than
simply a name as is often offered with UML diagrams. This
allows for easy access viewing of the class, without having
to locate and open the source code for that particular file.
The second set shown within the information panel are code
metrics derived from the element selected. These code metrics
represent the importance of the class, and how it may be
used within the entire structure of the system. This has been
developed in an extremely extensible way, with future metrics
having the ability to be added in a modular format. All that
is required, is for future useful metrics to be identified and
their relative information collected from the sources files to
be easily added to the current list of code metrics. Currently,
we have implemented counts for fields, methods and lines.
These 3 categories allow the user to garner a quick overview
of each class’ importance within the code structure. If they are
high in number, then a majority of the logic is stored within
this class, and it is highly likely that this class is performing
vital operations within the codebase and would be a central
element to consider when developing an understanding of the
system.

Source File Navigation – When using UML, it is important
to recognise that the diagram created is a direct representation
of the code being analysed. They are not two separate entities,
but are instead defined by the links between them. After
considering this, we decided to establish a direct link from the
diagram to the source files to ensure that users could easily
alternate between the two to enhance their overall comprehen-
sion. This was done by adding a source file navigation feature
which can be accessed by right clicking any element in the
diagram, and selecting the open source file button. When using
the standalone client, this will open the source code for that
class in the operating systems default text editor to alleviate
any user confusion with custom formats. If the user is utilising
our eclipse plugin version, the source code will open within
the eclipse editor in a new editing tab. Both of these scenarios
have the code opened in a panel separate to the diagram. This
is to maintain the clarity of the diagram, while still allowing
users to easily access the more in-depth information in the
source code.



C. Technical Details

The project was implemented using agile software develop-
ment processes, more specifically, a scrum-like process with
a feature backlog and varying sprint lengths. Using scrum
ensured a “shippable” tool once each feature had been imple-
mented. This is to ensure that by the end of the project there
exists a tool which works as opposed to a tool which has had a
great deal of time spent on it but does not function. Scrum also
made it easy for the project to evolve as the implementation
progressed. When working on an existing code base, one of the
biggest risk factors was being able to effectively understand
and modify it. Although this was a great technical challenge
initially, as the project progressed and more time was spent
modifying UMLet, this soon sorted itself out. A great deal
of the technical choices for the implementation of the tool
were decided by default due to the extension of UMLet. The
additional features were architected in the way which would
make them fit best in to the existing UMLet codebase.

Arranging the class elements in to a structured UML class
diagram was by far the biggest technical challenge of the
project. A considerable amount of time and refinement went
in to getting the algorithm to work as expected. The most well
respected algorithm for performing such a task is called the
Sugiyama algorithm. This is a NP-hard problem and although
very effective, implementing such an algorithm was out of
scope for this project. The algorithm that was implemented
relies on layering and clustering, a slightly more crude ap-
proach than Sugiyama but effective nevertheless. Before it was
possible to start arranging the class elements in the diagram,
the relationships between the classes must be deduced. To do
this the Java compilation unit class was used to observe the
generated abstract syntax tree from the source files. It is then
possible to query a compilation unit object for what that class
extends or implements.

Now the algorithm can sort all the class elements in to
inheritance layers, using the relationships deduced in the last
step. If a class has no superclass it is on the top layer, classes
extending a top level class are on the layer below and so
on. The layering is then written to a map data structure. The
map is why the same input source files can produce different
diagrams, a map is unsorted and will be iterated across in
different orders. The algorithm now starts at the bottom level
of the diagram (currently stored in the map) and arranges the
classes in to clusters. Classes which extended the same parent
class will be clustered together. The classes in the cluster will
now be assigned positions relative to their parent. This process
is repeated for all of the layers of the diagram, working up.
Once the algorithm reaches the top layer, where the classes do
not have a parent, the classes are formed in to a single cluster
and given an invisible parent element at position (0,0). Finally
the algorithm will loop through all the layers, working from
the top down and draw every class relative to its parent using
the position data which was stored previously.

Extracting the code metrics from the source files again
required the use of the Java compilation unit. The compilation

unit object which is created for each class was required to
be exposed to the rest of the application such that the newly
created Class Information Panel could have access to it. Any
information now stored in the compilation unit object can be
used to generate code metrics and display them to the user.
Reading the Javadoc was less elegant and required reading in
the source file and performing parsing to scrape the Javadoc
from the start of the file. This process is done when each
class element is accessed, not on every file. This stops the
initial generation time from being slowed, especially if a large
number of files are being imported.

IV. EVALUATION

In order to justify our additions to UMLet, and to assess
whether we have developed a code comprehension tool that
meets our initial goals, we conducted a series of quantitative
and qualitative analyses. Firstly, through qualitative analysis
by comparing the solution to the tools looked and in the
research phase of the project and evaluating its strengths
and weaknesses against these tools. The second method of
evaluation would be through the use of expert reviews where
experts are given a set of open questions to answer.

A. Tool Comparison

Our first set of evaluations was done through a tool com-
parison, similar to our initial research phase. The first analysis
conducted was on the generation speed of our diagrams after
the features had been added, compared the generation speed of
the original UMLet. This was performed with both small scale
(<15 source files) and large scale projects (>30 source files).
It was found that our additional features slowed the generation
of diagrams by a negligible amount. This was a very positive
outcome for this project, as the structuring algorithm and
development of relationships within the diagram has potential
for dramatically increasing the generation time if developed
in an inefficient manner.

We performed qualitative analysis by comparing the clarity
of our diagram with the previous tools studied. From this, we
found that our tool provided well-structured diagrams for small
scale projects, which we were specifically targeting. These
diagrams also removed a lot of the unnecessary information
that was found in other tools, for example the tags found
when using ArgoUML which cluttered the diagram and hid
vital relationship information. We also found that the reduction
in cross class dependencies in the form of aggregation and
dependency lines made it easier to grasp an overall outline
of the structure in a much shorter time period. This also
provided benefits as less knowledge of UML was required
to comprehend the code being analysed. We also found that
our information panel was useful when trying to understand
the importance of individual classes. This was presented
in a much more simple form than other competing tools,
namely JArchitect. JArchitect has a comprehensive code metric
analysis function, but its barrier to learning is extremely high.
We found our code metrics simper to understand, while still



providing the core functionality of recognising the importance
of the class with respect to the overall structure of the system.

B. Expert Reviews

In addition, we conducted expert reviews on our tool to
validate some of the findings we had and to identify any
potential weaknesses we may have not accounted for. The
experts consists of software engineering year 4 students and
professionals from the IT industry. The main being a consensus
from all experts that the diagrams generated by our tool
excelled in simplicity. Because of this, they said it was an
amazing tool for quickly familiarising with the existing code,
allowing them to build their code comprehension of the system
much faster than with previous tools. There were some issues
outlined with the customisation function, with respect to hid-
ing certain areas of information. We were able to rectify this in
our final build to provide even more clarity within the diagram.
The users found our diagram easy to use, with no experts
requiring extra assistance for setup or aid in understanding
what was presented. They also found that the amount of
UML provided was enough to understand the majority of the
structure. However there were some participants who found
that there were certain areas of the diagram which required
more information for them to gain a full understanding of
the system. This has been recognised, however is an intended
nature of the system in order to cater for users who do not
require these complexities that other tools already provide.

V. CONCLUSION

Reverse Engineering is an important step towards code
comprehension when working with existing software systems.
Research into differing code comprehension strategies has
found that for high-level structural understanding, the Unified
Modelling Language is a very important step for visualising
this understanding. Tools already exist for both the generation
of UML models, and complimenting code metrics, however
many of these are complex and aimed at a company model,
rather than beginner or individual developers.

Upon research into existing tools for code comprehension an
extension of the UMLet software was chosen. The extension
was to fill the void of Java applications that currently only
offer complicated high-level structural understanding tools. We
added four core features to the UMLet platform which includes
automatic generation with relationships, runtime customisation
of diagrams, an information panel detailing specific classes
and a direct link between the diagram and its source. Overall,
we have developed a tool that fits the niche our research
has discovered and it has been well received by experts
looking to utilise reverse engineering to increase their code
comprehension of existing software systems.

While the initial stage of the project has been a success,
there remain specific areas for improvement. Firstly, we would
like to incorporate the use of the standard UML format
‘.xmi’ by providing export functionality from our generated
diagrams. This will provide more flexibility to users, allowing
them to utilise the diagrams within more complex systems

after gaining an initial understanding with our software. Sec-
ondly, further improvements could be made by adding a
list of code metrics to the information panel. Thirdly, we
would also like to improve our structural generation algorithm.
Utilising more of the concepts outlined within the Sugiyama
algorithm could help to improve the readability and clarity
of the diagrams, offering better code comprehension results.
Finally, we plant to further extend the model generation to
accommodate the behavioural diagrams such as the sequence
and activity.
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